The A and D should not overpower the left hand. If you try to focus on making the A speak more than the D, your right hand will naturally be softer than the left.
*1 You may pause here briefly if you wish. In the song, there are two measures of drum and near-silence before it continues.

*2 Again, the right hand should not overpower the left.
There are two measures of build-up on the electric guitar here that I can't make out.

*1 The lower note is the melody. Make it speak more than the top note. This section doesn't sound right to me no matter how it's written, so feel free to play it differently—leave out the top note, add in lower notes, whatever.

*2 There are two measures of build-up on the electric guitar here that I can't make out.
* Another two measures of drum and near-silence for the return of section A are present in the song here.